You'll find legendary names in MSL's ultimate $1100 system. Begin with a pair of Klipsch Heresy loudspeakers. They're engineered to provide as much of the sound quality of the legendary Klipsch K-horns as possible in a reasonably-sized, floor-standing enclosure. These vented systems employ a massive 12-inch woofer and a cast high frequency horn radiator. No sealed system can match the Heresy's detailed, low-distortion, high-output capability. And you can be sure that Klipsch Heresy's will deliver a lifetime of exciting listening!

A LUX 1030 AM/FM stereo receiver provides the Heresy's with all the power they need - and then some! This distinguished receiver will also reward you with truly musical tone controls, effective filters, and FM sound so good (even from "difficult" stations), you may want to listen forever. And the LUX 1030 is as beautiful to look at (and operate) as it is to hear.

Your records will receive royal treatment from Sony's PST-2 belt-driven, semi-automatic turntable. The PST-2 has a servo-controlled motor, so speed is exact (regardless of playing conditions). The PST-2 has an unusually sensitive tonearm as well. And that makes it an ideal choice for Ortofon's purist-approved V15XE cartridge.

MSL's ultimate $1100 system makes listening a physical (as well as aural) delight.